1. Fill in the blanks with the given words. (5)
نمونه سواالت
زبان یازدهم

entertainment/amazing/ grow up/ hard/ research/ successful/
booklet/quit/ famous/ invention/
a. Some scientists are very……………… in their lives.
b. Egypt is ……………………. for its Pyramids.
c. He plays the piano only for his ………………………….
d. I never…………… until I get what I’m after.
e. Tom tried ………………… to answer all questions.
f. The airplane is one of the greatest …………………. of humans.
g. She is doing ………………….. on blood cells.
h. When children ……………… their personality changes.
i. Shiraz has many historical sites and ………………… nature.
j. Take this information ………………. and study it carefully.
2. Unscramble the following sentences. (3)
The injured animal/ they/ were/ trying/ hard/ to save
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
how/ answers/ ?/ Edison/ did/ find/ problems/to
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Hard/ is/ without/ success/ no/ work/ possible/
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
3. Match columns A and B. (3)
A
B
Become

vacation

Suitable

a poem

Attend

successful

Translate

choices

Summer
International

an interview
flights

4. Write what you were doing at the given times. (4)
I ………………………………………………………………yesterday morning.

Tom………………………………………………………… last week this moment.
We …………………………………………………………. this morning at 11.
My father …………………………………………………… when my mother came in.
5. One odd out. (3)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A. find
A. Europe
A. grow up
A. hospitable
A. inventor
A. jungle

B. solve
B. Asia
B. destroy
B. kind
B. researcher
B. town

C. invent
C. Spain
C. develop
C. polite
C. farmer
C. desert

D. attend
D. Africa
D. increase
D. angry
D. thinker
D. plain

6. Read the descriptions and find the word. (3)
A. To stop doing something
a. range
B. Something that you believe
b. domestic
C. To grow or change into a stronger form
c. belief
D. A set of similar things
d. entertainment
E. Activities that people enjoy
e. increase
F. Relating to one country
f. quit
7. Read the following sentences and tick the correct answer. (3)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mary Curry ………………… found uranium. (himself/herself)
You (shouldn’t/ cannot) listen to loud music. It hurts your ears.
Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone……………(itself/himself)
He (must/ may) drive carefully. Driving fast is dangerous.
I …………………………to go to the cinema tonight. (want/am wanting)
She ……………………television at the moment. (watches/is watching)

8. Write appropriate prepositions. (1.5)
/on / in / at /
……………. Asia

……………… sunrise

…………..Monday

……………. 8 o’clock

………………. Page 15

……………2118

9. Put the words in appropriate columns. (1.5)
plane / ship / train / bicycle / helicopter / boat

Land

11.

Air

Sea

…………….

…………………

…………………

…………….

…………………

…………………

Read the text and answer the following questions. (3)

The world around us is full of amazing things. Knowing this beautiful world
is very interesting for humans. One group of people who study the world
are scientists. A scientist studies nature, animals, or people. Scientists learn
about the world by observing and experimenting.
1.
2.
3.
4.

What does a scientist do? ……………………………………………………………
How do scientists learn about the world? ……………………………………………….
The world around us is full of amazing things. True…………. False…………
Amazing means interesting. True ………………. False ………………

Donot panic. Good luck

